Pantomime
A resource pack

Welcome to Panto
Cambridge Arts Theatre has been producing pantomimes since 1939.
The Theatre’s archive has some wonderful historic material that both speaks to the continuing traditions of the
pantomime genre and the innovation of the wide range of creative voices involved in creating the pantomime over
the years. We want to share this material with you.
There are a whole host of ways you can use this material with the National Curriculum, but we also hope that this
resource will be of general interest. For those who are bringing children or young people to the Theatre, we are
thrilled to welcome you, and we hope that learning a bit about the history of pantomime will help you to create
excitement and anticipation about your visit to the Theatre and extend the magic of the experience when you get
back to base.
Enjoy the show!

In 2021, we asked a group of work experience students at the Theatre, aged 14-18, to review this resource
and devise a series of activities to encourage a greater engagement with the historic archive material. You
will see these symbols throughout:
Something to discuss

Something to do

Something to make

History of Pantomime at Cambridge Arts Theatre
Pantomime – that most British of institutions – has its origins in the sixteenth century and the Italian street theatre
called the Commedia Dell’Arte. Travelling groups of professional players created improvised stories, which contained
many of the stock characters and themes we recognize in pantomime today.
By the early eighteenth century, Commedia characters began to appear on the London stage. The first pantomimes
were based on classical stories, set to music but without speech. In 1843 a change in theatre licensing laws meant
pantomimes began to be scripted.
Many of the features of the modern pantomime had developed by the late Victorian period. Large casts, extravagant
costumes and sets were mainstays of the Victorian pantomime. Men playing women and women playing men was an
accepted convention. Famous Music Hall stars were cast to help sell shows. Live animals and animal tricks frequently
featured. It became customary for shows to open on Boxing Day which formed the link between Christmas and the
family trip to the panto.
At Cambridge Arts Theatre, our annual pantomime developed from a tradition of a special Christmas production – ‘a
play for children and grown-ups’ as one program from the 1950s put it. Over the years, favorite titles have emerged,
with Aladdin, Cinderella, Dick Whittington, and Jack and the Beanstalk being performed regularly on rotation.
In the 1940s and 1950s, performing animals were stabled in the Theatre’s workshop, just over the road from the
Theatre in St Edward’s Passage, when they were not on stage. A live pony was used to pull Cinderella’s carriage as late
as the 1990s (but by then they were housed in rented stables outside the city!)
During the Second World War, Cambridge’s location - near to several military bases – meant that the Theatre stayed
open and served an important role entertaining the troops.
In 2020, during the Coronavirus pandemic, Cambridge Arts Theatre was one of the few theatres in the UK to produce
a pantomime, Dame Trott’s Panto Palaver, involved a reduced cast and rigorous Coronavirus testing regime, and
played to a socially distanced audience. The production closed on Christmas Eve when Cambridge moved into Tier 4
restrictions.
Stars of radio and later television have replaced Music Hall performers. Over the years, dedicated panto-goers have
been entertained by stars such as Cyril Fletcher, Christopher Biggins, Anneka Rice and Sheila Ferguson. Other regular
performers, such as pantomime dame and associate writer Matt Crosby, have won many fans who come back to see
them year after year.

Cambridge Arts Theatre Favourite Pantos
Aladdin

Programme, Aladdin, 1972
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive
Bound programme collection

First performed as a pantomime:
Boxing Day, 1788

First performed at Cambridge
Arts Theatre: 1942

Number of productions
performed at Cambridge Arts
Theatre:
15

Origins:
Taken from a collection of stories called The Arabian Nights which originated in Syrian folklore, but which
were made popular in the eighteenth century by the French writer Antoine Galland.

Characters:

Programme, Aladdin, 1972
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive
Bound programme collection

Discuss what your three wishes would be. Remember the 3 wishes rule - you can’t
wish for more wishes, make anyone love you or bring someone back from the dead.
Would it always be good to have three wishes?
Imagine you find a flying carpet; where would you choose to go and why?
In a circle, pass an imaginary magic lamp around. Each person must mime holding the lamp (it can
change size and weight if they want it to!) Then they must mime rubbing the lamp and mime
what comes out of the lamp. It could be anything! The rest of the group must guess what it is.

Cinderella

Poster, Cinderella, 1990
Cambridge Arts Theatre
Archive THM/258/2/2/1

First performed as a pantomime:
1804

First performed at Cambridge
Arts Theatre
1939

Number of productions
performed at Cambridge Arts
Theatre
15

Origins:
The first version is believed to come from China, more than 1,100 years ago. In an Egyptian version
from the 2nd Century AD an eagle takes the sandal of Rhodope while she is bathing. The eagle takes the
sandal to the Pharoah, who vows to marry whoever fits the sandal. He searches all of Egypt until he
finds Rhodope. French author Charles Perrault wrote a version of the story first published in 1697 and
called the heroine Cendrillon from which we get the name Cinderella. Perrault also introduced the
pumpkin, the glass slippers, and the Fairy Godmother.

Characters

Programme, Cinderella, 1987
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive
Bound Programme Collection

Design a poster for the pantomime you are studying. Review some historic posters in this
pack and online. What features are common to all production posters? Posters tell people
about the show and encourage them to buy tickets. What can you include in the design which
ensures the poster achieves its aims?
Working in small groups, imagine you are ensemble characters observing the events of the
play. Act out a short scene in which those characters reflect on what has just happened.
Encourage the group to think outside the story and think how they would react in the
situation. Possible characters include townspeople in the marketplace observing how
Cinderella is treated by her step-sisters, courtiers at the ball watching Cinderella and the Prince
dancing, or guests at the wedding of Cinderella and the Prince.

Dick Whittington

Flyer, Dick Whittington, 1969
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive
THM/258/5/3/840

First performed as a pantomime:
1814

First performed at Cambridge Arts
Theatre
1940

Number of productions performed
at Cambridge Arts Theatre
11

Origins:
Based on the true story of Richard Whittington b.1354, who set out for London a poor man, before rising to the
position of Mayor in 1397. The real Whittington was a popular Mayor and was re-elected in 1398, 1406, and 1419.
The earliest written reference to the story is for a play version in 1604.

Characters:

Programme extract, Dick Whittington and his Cat, 2005
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive
THM/258/5/5/10

Discuss Dick arriving in London for the first time. What can he see, hear and smell? What does he find
unusual or different? How does he feel? Have you been to London? How did you feel the first time
you arrived in the city?
Design a costume for Dick Whittington to wear as Mayor of London. Try to ensure your design tells
the audience something about Dick at this point in the story.
Think about Dick’s personality, is he shy or brave, young or old, rich or poor? How does he feel about
becoming Mayor, happy or sad or excited? What can you include in your costume design which shows the
audience quickly that he is Mayor?

Jack and the Beanstalk

Programme, Jack and the Beanstalk, 1984
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive
Bound programmes collection

First performed as a
pantomime: 1819

First performed at Cambridge
Arts Theatre: 1941

Number of productions performed at
Cambridge Arts Theatre: 10

Origins:
The character ‘Jack’ was a hero of many English folk stories, including Jack Sprat, Little Jack Horner, Jack the
Giant Killer, and Jack Frost. Jack and the Beanstalk was first performed as a pantomime at the Theatre Royal
Drury Lane in 1819. The original play is almost unrecognisable to the story we know today, except for the
moment that Jack grows a beanstalk up to the sky.

Characters:

Jack and the Beanstalk, 1984
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive
Bound programmes collection

Imagine you are Jack. Write a diary entry for the day when…
* You exchange the family cow for some magic beans
* The bean you planted grows into a giant beanstalk
* You first encounter the Giant
Working in a small group, ask the group to create a still image for each of these points in the story.
Review the work of other groups and discuss how the same moment can be shown in different
ways.

The Toy Princess – a debate on the future of pantomime at Cambridge Arts
Theatre
In 1943, the Cambridge Arts
Theatre staged a unique
take on the traditional
Christmas pantomime. The
Toy Princess was a show
inspired by the Theatre’s
founder John Maynard
Keynes’ belief that ‘the
conventional pantomime
[had moved] too far away
from children’s
entertainment’. It was his
attempt to raise the calibre
of Christmas shows. The
book and music were
compiled by three
University dons – George
Rylands, literary scholar and
English fellow at Kings’
College, Patrick Radley,
music fellow at Kings’, and
Philip Radcliffe, music
fellow at Gonville and Caius.
They used passages from
Milton, Shakespeare, and
Lewis Carroll and music by
Rossini, Handel, Schumann
and Vaughan Williams as
well as incorporating some
of their own work. Keynes
said of the show: ‘it is
frankly an experiment.
Some people may think our
play too literary and
academic. We shall see’.
Reviews, 1943
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive
THM/258/8/1/1

Debate. This house believes that pantomime should be for everyone.

Pantomime traditions
The Slosh Scene

Audience Participation
The audience is encouraged to shout out responses to lines from the
show. These can include “He’s behind you!”, “Oh yes it is/Oh no it isn’t”
and often shouting the name of the Comic Character to get their
attention. The audience is also encouraged to boo the Villain whenever
they enter, exit or do something bad.
Young Performers

Photo, Slosh scene, Aladdin, 2006
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive
THM/258/5/5/11

During the pantomime, there is usually a very messy scene called the
‘Slosh’ scene. This is a scene where the Dame and the Comic character,
and maybe one or two others, make a lot of mess on stage – usually
making a cake, or decorating, or doing the washing. The scene can take
any form, but the aim is to get as messy as possible!

Pantomime traditionally use child performers in their ensemble cast. At Cambridge Arts Theatre this group of young
performers has been traditionally known as the ‘Panto Babes’, a reference to another popular pantomime ‘the Babes
in the Wood’. Every year a group of twenty local children aged 7-14 are selected by open audition, they form two
teams, and join the professional company for the duration of the production’s run.

Photo, child performers, Mother Goose, 1950
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive THM/258/5/3/96

Sing-along Song
At the end of the play, the Dame and the Comic
Character will come out and sing a short section of
one of the songs from the pantomime. They will
encourage the audience to sing along and join in
with the actions. Often this song will lead to a
competition to see which half of the audience is the
loudest.
The Walk Down
When the pantomime has finished, the actors will
perform a walk down and take a bow to show that
the show has reached its conclusion. The characters

Above: Photo, child performers, Cinderella, 2011
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive THM/258/5/5/16
Below: Photo, sing-a-long, date unknown
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive THM/258/9/1/4

will then say a short conclusion before reprising a few numbers from the show. Sometimes the walk down tells the
story of the wedding of the Hero and Heroine, so expect lavish, colourful costumes and lots of smiles.
Animals
Every pantomime has a lot of animal characters – Jack
and the Beanstalk has the cow, Dick Whittington has
many rats, Cinderella has horses, mice, rats and a
lizard. It is rare for a modern pantomime to include real
animals, so these characters are a good opportunity to
showcase the abilities of the younger dancers in the
pantomime.
The Spectacle Scene
Cinderella transforming from her ragged clothes into
Photo, Dick Whittington and his Cat, 1996
a ball gown, Aladdin taking Princess Jasmine for a
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive
magic carpet ride or Dick Whittington diving into the
THM/258/5/5/1
sea to fight a Giant Squid, every panto includes a
scene which is spectacular to watch and designed to make the audience gasp!

Think about the panto you are studying. Discuss where in the story you think each of
these panto traditions might occur.
Create a game of Panto Bingo. Fill your Bingo card with panto traditions and
Characters. Take the card below to the Theatre and tick off the panto traditions as
they appear on stage.

Pantomime Characters
Some common characters appear in every panto.
The Principal Boy

Photo, Dick Whittington, 1979
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive THM/258/9/1/3

Photo, Cinderella, 2002
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive
THM/258/5/5/7

Sometimes the title character of the show, as in Aladdin or Jack and the Beanstalk, the Principal boy character drives
the plot of the pantomime forward. The role can be played by an actor of any gender. Traditionally, the Principal Boy
was the love interest of the heroine character, and the two frequently appear in scenes together.
The Pantomime Dame

Photo, Queen of Hearts, 1961
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive THM/258/5/3/567

Photo, Cinderella, 1987
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive THM/258/9/1/3

The loveable ‘everyman’ and the comedic heart of the panto, full of puns and dressed in flamboyant costumes. This
character is usually an older male actor, playing an older female character. The Dame is usually cast as the mother of
another character, they also help the audience find their way through the story.

The Heroine

Photo, Sleeping Beauty, 1951
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive THM/258/5/3/140

Photo, Aladdin, 2021
© Richard Hubert Smith

Or Principal Girl, was traditionally the love interest in the panto, but today you are just as likely to find her leading
the action, working alongside the Principal Boy to drive the story forward or even coming to their rescue.
The Comic or ‘the Silly Billy’

Above: Photo, Dick Whittington, 1996
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive THM/258/5/5/1
Right: Photo, Jack and the Beanstalk, 2017
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive THM/258/9/1/3

The voice of the children in the audience, the Comic, is bold and full of energy. They will often have a catch phrase
and lead the audience participation. Something of a training ground for future panto Dames the two characters
often appear on stage together.

The Villain

Photo, Jack and the Beanstalk
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive THM/258/9/1/3

The character that everyone loves to hate. Their appearance on stage is usually accompanied by ‘boos’ and ‘hisses’.
A good villain is evil enough to be a threat, but not so completely bad that they terrify the younger members of the
audience.
The Good Fairy/Genie/ Sprit of the Ring

Photo, Jack and the Beanstalk, 2012
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive THM/258/9/1/3

Photo, Dick Whittington, 1996
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive THM/258/5/5/1

The Panto Fairy is responsible for ensuring that everything works out in the end for the Principal Boy and Girl. You
can find them lending a hand with a little bit of magic. They play an important role in setting the scene for the story.
Traditionally, this character’s lines are written in rhyme (see below).

Extract from the script of Cinderella, 1997
Cambridge Arts Theatre Archive
THM/258/5/5/2

Discuss the key characters in the panto you are studying. Think about the character’s
physical characteristics, voice, and clothing. Pick one character and write some words to
describe them. Do you like the other characters? What are your hopes and fears for the
future? How do you feel at the end of the story?

Use a large, soft dice. Mark each side with the name or picture of a character from the
panto you are studying. Roll the dice. Everyone must walk around the space as that
character.
Using the dice again, sit in a circle and choose two people to stand in the centre. Roll
the dice twice. Whichever two characters it lands on, the two people in the middle
must improvise a scene between those two characters.

We welcome your feedback
High resolution scans of all the archive material found in this pack are available for teaching and other noncommercial uses. Please note the number next to the image you wish to use and email requests to:
development@cambridgeartstheatre.com
These resources were produced with funding from the National Lottery Heritage Fund as part of a project exploring
the theatre’s archive called ‘Behind the Scenes’. We would like to express our thanks to the teachers and students
who piloted activities and content in this pack.
We continue to welcome further feedback from users on the email above.

